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quebracho and quinine, with copper somewhere in the offing
and a good time coming when the long-standing controversy
with the State of Santa Olalla about land-purchase is finally
adjusted by the new administration. The population, it
would seem, consists exclusively of local boards and labour
supply whose combined efforts produce something normally
described as progress. But that will hardly do for a really
comprehensive portrait of a whole sub-continent,
Despair begins to settle on the student. Will he never
find a satisfactory rendering of this elusive region ? Its
bibliography is highly impressive ; and it would ill-become
the writer of these scattered notes to reproach his more
systematic predecessors. For devoted men have ploughed
the seas and scaled the peaks; eager hands compile statistics
in illustrated brochures ; and the deep silence of provincial
archives is broken by the scrape of learned pens. Have we
not the life-work of Professor X.," that learned and painefull
writer " (in Hakluyt's incomparable phrase) ? Has not the
intrepid Y., whose Scrambles in the Higher Andes are a
sheer delight, revealed that " on reaching Camp 18 a scene
beyond description lay before us " ? Yet somehow South
America fails to emerge; and as the little waves slip by,
we have not the vaguest notion of what we are going to.
One formula persists, from which it might be possible to
risk a guess about our destination. For writers, especially
French writers, have an agreeable tendency to call it Latin
America. What they mean is not altogether clear, since
no dictionary contains a really satisfactory inventory of
Latin qualities. They are, it would appear, the common
denominator of Virgil and the Moulin Rouge ; and experts
can detect their presence equally in Danton and Mussolini,
There may be such things. But to disrespectful eyes it
would appear that when Frenchmen want anything to
which they have no right, they generally call it Latin.
For it is sometimes useful to claim relationship even with
poor relations, especially when they have a pedigree, Gaul,
if the truth must be confessed, was a shade provincial; but

